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Black Art of Java Game ProgrammingWaite Group Press, 1996
Gaming on the Web is the next blockbuster business. Have any doubts? The video game industry,
which already eclipses Hollywood in terms of revenue, targets the Web as the next huge growth area.
Software developers are busily porting games to the online environment, or developing entirely new
ones. And numerous popular Web sites, many...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide (6th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
Put everthing you need to know about HTML & XHTML at your fingertips.  For nearly a decade, hundreds of thousands of web developers have turned to HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide to master standards-based web development.  Truly a definitive guide, the book combines a unique balance of...
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Beginning Cryptography with JavaWrox Press, 2005
Beginning Cryptography with Java
While cryptography can still be a controversial topic in the programming community, Java has weathered that storm and provides a rich set of APIs that allow you, the developer, to effectively include cryptography in applications—if you know how.     

This book teaches you how. Chapters one through...
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JSP Examples and Best PracticesApress, 2002

	While most other books merely instruct on basic JSP and servlet development,  JSP Examples and Best Practices  gives you some of the best practices and design principles, enabling you to build scalable and extensible enterprise Java applications. And JavaServer Pages technology can be used to build complex enterprise applications in...
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OSWorkflow: A guide for Java developers and architects to integrating open-source Business Process ManagementPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers all aspects of OSWorkflow for Java developers and system architects, from basics of Business Process Management and installing OSWorkflow to developing complex Java applications and integrating this open-source Java workflow engine with the third-party components Drools for business rules, Quartz for task scheduling, and Pentaho...
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HTML5 Games: Creating Fun with HTML5, CSS3, and WebGLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	"All this is done in HTML5, by the way!" exclaimed Steve Jobs, the mind and face of the

	Apple success story, as he walked the audience through the new HTMLs-powered ad

	system at the iPhone OS 4.0 Keynote, receiving cheers, laughs, and applause in return.

	The recent developments in open, standards-based web technologies...
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Android Apps with EclipseApress, 2012


	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market, and its market share is

	continuously growing. Android is the first complete, open, and free mobile platform, and it offers

	endless opportunities for mobile application developers. As with all other platforms, having a

	robust and flexible development environment is the...
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Learning Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to deliver superior server-to-server communication through the networking channels
	
		Gain expertise of the networking features of your own applications to support various network architectures such as client/server and peer-to-peer
	
		Explore the issues that impact scalability,...
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Getting Clojure: Build Your Functional Skills One Idea at a TimePragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Behind every programming language lies a vision of how programs should be built. The vision behind Clojure is of a radically simple language framework holding together a sophisticated collection of programming features. Learning Clojure involves much more than just learning the mechanics of the language. To really get...
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AspectJ CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This hands-on book shows readers why and how common Java development problems can be solved by using new Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) techniques. With a wide variety of code recipes for solving day-to-day design and coding problems using AOP's unique approach, AspectJ Cookbook demonstrates that AOP is more than...
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Pro Visual C++/CLI and the .NET 2.0 PlatformApress, 2005
It is with great satisfaction that I introduce you to Stephen’s excellent new book, Pro Visual C++/CLI
and the .NET 2.0 Platform, the first detailed treatment of what has been standardized under ECMA as
C++/CLI. Of course, any text, no matter how excellent, is itself incomplete, like a three-walled room.

The fourth wall,...
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Java: A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Updated and Expanded for J2SE 5

Learn to program in Java from master programmer and best-selling author Herb Schildt. Completely revised and updated to cover Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition 5 (J2SEj 5), this step-by-step guide will have you programming in practically no time. You’ll start at the...
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